The influence of core power distribution on neutron flux density behind a pressure vessel of a VVER-1000 Mock Up in LR-0 reactor.
The neutron flux distribution behind a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is an important parameter that is monitored to determine neutron fluence in the RPV. Together with mechanical testing of surveillance specimens, these are the most important parts of in-service inspection programs that are essential for a realistic and reliable assessment of the RPV residual lifetime. The fast neutron fluence values are determined by a calculation. These calculation results are accompanied by measurements of induced activities of the activation foils placed in the capsules behind the RPV at selected locations, namely in azimuthal profile. In case of discrepancies between the measured and calculated activities of the activation foils placed behind the pressure vessel, it is difficult to determine the source of the deviation. During such analysis, there arises a question on the influence of power peaking near core boundary on neutron profile behind the RPV. This paper compares the calculated and measured increase of the neutron flux density distribution behind the reactor pressure vessel in the azimuthal profile that has arisen from the replacement of 164 fuel pins located close to reactor internals by pins with the higher enrichment. This work can be understood as the first step in the characterization of the effect of incorrectly calculated pin power or burn-up in the fuel assembly at the core boundary relative to the neutron flux distribution behind reactor pressure vessel. Based on a good agreement between the calculated and experimental values, it can be concluded that the mathematical model used to evaluate the power increase is correct.